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ABSTRACT -Tweet streams provide a variety of real-life and real-time information on 

social events that dynamically change over time. In this paper, Although social event detection 

has been actively studied, how to efficiently monitor evolving events from continuous tweet 

streams remains open and challenging. However, this approach does not track the evolution of 

events, nor does it address the issue of efficient monitoring in the presence of a large number of 

events. In this project, we capture the dynamics of events using four event operations (create, 

absorb, split and merge) of tweets, which can be effectively used to monitor evolving events. 

First the post is created. The post includes images. Then, the post is absorbed and monitored. 

The post is then splitted to groups and members. Merged  when search is done. The posted tweet 

is grouped by a keyword in that post. Tweet is compared by text summerization and is grouped 

using the keyword. When a tweet is posted it is compared by another post and forms a group 

using the words in the tweet and another post comes in it is also compared and grouped. The 

post doesn’t match the title is belong to a member.The results demonstrate the promising 

performance of our event monitoring and grouping methods on both efficiency and effectiveness .  

Keywords – event monitoring, merge, automatic group.  
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1 .INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining is a known database through is concept we extract knowledge or data from large set 

data.’Bable’ is an online application especially for sharing general information to gain 

knowledge without tracking their personal information. A user can register to be a member of 

bable and the user can post the tweets also can upload images that can be automatically grouped 

as a cluster .”Clustering” refers to group the data based on its characteristics , Here it grouped 

automatically with the permission  of the user when user post the information it display the 

exiting groups  and  also it suggest the name through the tweet posted, suggestions show by 

considering characters more than six from the post and know title also can be given if title is not 

perfect, user can also like the tweets as they wish.“Bable” is a process of sharing information 

through various users view.Social event detection has been actively studied, how to efficiently 

monitor evolving events from continuous tweet streams remains open and challenging. However  

this approach does not track the evolution of events, nor does it address the issue of efficient 

monitoring in the presence of a large number of events. Using function to detecting the face. 

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

2.1 Existing System 

Social event detection has been actively studied, how to efficiently monitor evolving 

events from continuous tweet streams remains open and challenging. However, this approach 

does not track the evolution of events, nor does it address the issue of efficient monitoring in the 

presence of a large number of events. Using  function to detecting the face. 

 Existing system event detection which is less efficient. 

 Existing system fail to monitor event evolutions in real time. 

 Existing system performance is low. 

 Existing system fail to track all the events which is posted. 

2.2 PROBLEMS IN EXISTING SYSTEM 
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First, once a tweet is posted its not splited into members and groups.Second, it lacks in 

grouping the tweets. To  group a tweets it compares all the tweets. Which takes more time.  

 

2.3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this system we are using text summerization to compare the text and group the tweet. 

We use four operations to capture dynamic events evolution pattern, including creation of 

tweets, absorption of tweets, spliting of tweets and merge tweets. 

Implementation of fast search. 

Event detection and Tracking in twitter is more efficient using our system. 

2.4 ADVANTAGES 

 This system is more efficient. 

 High performance. 

 Simple to monitor the events. 

 Easy to update a tweet. 

 Fast search enabled. 

3 .MODULES  

    User-Posting Tweet is a function for posting tweet or uploading images for automatic     

grouping in the bable application as user posted. 

3.1 Authentication Module: 

 Registration or creation of the account is done in this module. The inputs need for 

creation is name, mailed and password. 

 Signing In process is also done in this module. 

 Profile editing also include this module. In this we can edit our personal details. 

 Final process of this module is forgot password. Password can be reseted when you 

forget them. 

 

3.2 Admin Module: 

 The admin module can view all the tweet that is posted. 

 Admin can delete or edit the tweet posted. 

 Admin can also view all the profiles.  
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3.3 User Module:  

 Posting of tweet is done here. 

 Uploading images of the user. 

 Add details of the user.  

 View the gallery of the user. Gallery consists of images which are posted by the 

members.  

3.4 Posting tweet:  

 All user can post the tweet. Tweet can be short or long. No restriction is done in 

posting. 

 Posting also consists of images.   

 Tweet can be text or images.  

3.5 Search module: 

 Search process is done to get the informations user needs. 

 Two dynmanic search is inbuilt. 

 One for member and the other is for group.  

3.6 Forum module: 

 User can post the question in forum  

 Any user can post the answer  

 It provides a way of interaction between the bable user. 

4 .ALGORITHM 

New Tweet algorithm helps in create and search operations. This is the first step in the 

twitter process. This algorithm also satisfies absorb and split operations. This algorithm is used 

in the Incremental Event Evolution which includes the merge operations. Hence these two 

algorithms complete the four operations. Last algorithm process the traversing the indexing 

structure MIL, the maximum number of layers reached by the query tweet. This process is 

nothing but the Nearest Neighbour Search. 
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4.1 BOTTOM LINE  

To upload both tweet via text and images and monitoring both the events and the images. 

 

 

5 . SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

 

 

6. IMPLEMENTATION  

                  The contributions of this project are summarized as follows: 
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 We use four event operations posting of tweets, absorb the posted tweets, splitting of 

posted tweets and merging of posted tweets. 

 We propose a novel event indexing structure, referred to as the Multilayer Inverted List, 

to facilitate event search and event update for large-scale, dynamic event database. 

 We present efficient algorithms for nearest neighbor search with upper bound pruning to 

avoid a large proportion of expensive event similarity computations. 

 We conduct an extensive performance study on dynamic event databases generated from 

over 10 million tweets and the results demonstrate the superiority of our methods over 

existing methods. 

7 . CONCLUSION AND FRAMEWORK 

In this paper introduce the posting tweet module is important model using new tweet algorithm it 

process the tweets and group automatically for efficient process in data mining. 

This paper has an additional modules for security that is sharing general knowledge with tracking 

of any personal information and interaction through forum. Still more to be achieved in terms of 

this application,  certain areas like forum, security models can developed. The Future work of 

this paper is performing the optimization in posting and grouping of tweets and Forum can be 

implemented as posting question after verification of admin. 
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